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February 20, 2019 

Minutes 

 

Present:   Barbara Temple, Betty Hodges, Brian Smith, Esther Black, Harry Scott, Telie Etheridge, 

Margie Fennell, Marilyn Koerber, Mary Wrighten, Richard Drake  

Absent:  Deborah Walsh, Ervena Faulkner, Henry Lawton, Sr., Louise Hopkins, Pete Hagood, Susie F. 

Gordon 

Staff:  Jordan Newman, Karen Anderson, Ashley Young, Rhonda Hiott, LaToya Grier, Meyoka Griffin, 

Charmaine Concepcion, Joyce Sapp, Sherry Smith 

Contracted Providers: Patricia Jenkins, Everlena Brown, Tammy Washington, Lila Resh, Lowcountry -

Letisha Scotland, Omega-Constance Smith, Senior Catering- Rowan Goodrich 

Guests:  Ethel Denmark 

 

Call to Order 

The meeting was called to order by Ms. Jordan Newman, in the absence of Chair Gerald Dawson. The 

motion to approve the minutes of the November 28, 2018 meeting was moved by Ms. Ethel Black and 

seconded by Ms. Betty Hodges. All in Favor. 

Ms. Jordan Newman welcomed the new LAAC members and Guests present and allowed those to 

introduce themselves as well as permitting all staff to state their respective roles.  

 Old Business 

I. Sub Committees - Jordan Newman  

Ms. Newman appealed to the LAAC for volunteers to fill the remaining seats on (3) committees. 

She explained the need for insight in the areas of Quality Assurance monitoring, Membership, 

and Grievance procedures.  

The LAAC was polled for volunteers. Responses were such: 

Membership Committee (1) 

Mary Wrighten 

 

The AAA will reach out to members individually to address any questions or concerns to fill the 

remaining seats. 

 

II. Needs Assessment Analysis (Top 10 Needs) - Jordan Newman  

- Ms. Newman stated that efforts of the AAA staff, providers and partners in gaining completed 

Needs Assessments resulted in recording 1,042 needs assessments from the Lowcountry region.  
 

- Presentation - Ms. LaToya Grier offered a PowerPoint presentation that reflected the responses 

of the adults polled. 
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 Questions Posed:  

1. Mr. Harry Scott questioned why the account of responses on slide #28 do not total 100%. Ms. 

Grier’s explained that some respondents did not fully complete the survey. Thereby leaving 

DATA not collected. 
 

2. Mr. Scott also asked if the AAA is concerned about (a) The low number of respondents and (b) 

Whether or not additional marketing would have been beneficial. 
 

- Ms. Newman responded by stating that the AAA utilized all avenues for disbursing and collecting 

needs assessments, and that the number of responses received was an increase from previous 

years. This is the first year the AAA has conducted the needs assessment directly. Outreach, 

partnerships, and providers were coordinated with in an effort to receive as many completed 

needs assessments as possible. Going forward the Lowcountry AAA will continue to focus on 

marketing via Partnerships, and by utilizing the IRA program outreach efforts.  
 

3. Mrs. Barbara Temple asked how the Respondents were selected. Ms. LaToya Grier advised that 

the AAA used mass distribution, distribution through partnerships, and local outreach methods. 
 

4. Ms. Temple also asked if AAA program information is disbursed throughout the region. Ms. 

Grier responded that the staff of the AAA maintain brochure kiosks across the region. 

 Mr. Richard Drake requested a bundle of AAA brochures to share 
 

Ms. Temple closed her concerns by stating that she was surprised that only 20% of respondents 

felt the need for additional transportation resources. 
 

5. Ms. Ethel Denmark asked if the AAA plans to address the needs of Glasses, Dental and Chronic 

Illness resources. 
 

- Ms. Newman closed the discussion by assuring the LAAC members that the goal of the 

Lowcountry AAA is to move forward by utilizing this information in conjunction with internal 

known needs for the older adults of the Lowcountry, such as Yard Work; and to build Pilot 

Programs that support these requests and will produce positive outcomes.  
 

III. FY 19 Aging RFP Update and Timeline 

-Ms. Newman advised the LAAC that the Lowcountry RFP activities are also going as planned. 

To date, the AAA has received interest from (9) potential providers and Letters of Intent from (8) 

of those interested parties.  

Question posed:  
 

Mr. Harry Scott asked if this is an increase as compared to past requests? Ms. Newman stated that 
this is certainly an increase, all due to the outreach, research and networking performed by the 
AAA and LAAC 
 

IV. Aging Program PSA- Jordan Newman 

Ms. Newman debuted the first of two new Lowcountry AAA marketing tools. The short video 

presented today is intended to be used as a conversation starter and the formal video still being 

created will be longer and more detailed in AAA program missions and outcomes.  

V. Emergency Management – Jordan Newman 

-Ms. Newman recounted prepositioning of Emergency Meals across the region and reminded the 

LAAC that she regularly meets with local contracted providers for accountability to maintain the 

provision of those Emergency Meals during a pending Lowcountry disaster.  The Lowcountry 
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met with our current provider to share concerns presented in past distribution and discussed the 

need to ensure quality services. She reported that to date all is well. 

 

Question posed: 
 

Mr. Richard Drake asked if local partner organizations are permitted to add the Conversation 
starter to their own web page. 
 

Ms. Newman encouraged sharing the video as well as the opportunity for partners to link directly 

to LCOG’s web page at www.lowcountrycog.org  

New Business 

I. LAAC Meeting Schedule-Modifications- Karen Anderson 

-Mrs. Anderson advised the LAAC that a change had been made to the slated FY schedule and that 

each of the members should have a new schedule in their packets to embed in the member handbook.  

II. Change in Grant Allocation Process- Mrs. Sherry Smith  

-Mrs. Smith described to the LAAC the flow methodology of the Older American Act monies to 
the Lowcountry AAA. She stated that historically, the Federal monies would have a life span of 3 
years to the state, and then the state would disburse by trickling the funding to the AAA for the 
FY. This would provide an ease in bookkeeping and management. Ms. Smith advised the LAAC 
that the October 2018 changes to this methodology would impose some stressors on the AAA in 
that the monies will overlap due to the life span being reduced to 2 years and the allocation being 
for 1 year at a time. This will result in a temporary influx of non-reoccurring funds. The AAA 
will need to plan for sustainability of any pilot programming, such as a Needs Assessment Pilots, 
and explore one – time expenditures due to these funds being non- reoccurring.  
 

             
Questions posed: 
 

1) Ms. Betty Hodges asked if the monies could be used for concerns not listed within the Needs 

Assessment, such as those posed by MS. Ethel Denmark for Chronic Illness.  

Ms. Newman advised the LAAC that some AAA funding is tied to State and / or Federal rules 

and regulations, but that state conversations have already begun in allowing permissions to pilot 

programs. Also, that the Lowcountry AAA first needs to find a happy median in current funding. 
 

2) Ms. Ethel Denmark, guest, asked if the monies could increase the budget of current programs, 

such as the Minor Home Program. Ms. Newman assured the LAAC that the AAA will be as 

flexible as possible within the boundaries of the States consent and purpose.  

 Ms. Hodges reported that the Seniors need heating and air assistance. Ms. Newman 

responded that the AAA will certainly proceed with caution in identifying ways to 

address unmet needs, but must plan accordingly as these funds are non-reoccurring. 
 

3) Ms. Barbara Temple asked (2) questions in relation: 

1) If the Federal monies have increased over time.  

Ms. Sherry Smith recalled that the AAA program funding has experienced a steady, not 

significant, but slow increase in funding and that the state of SC is also contributing 

more.   

2) Has the AAA partnered with resources such as local dentist? 

Ms. Newman stated that currently the AAA graciously accepts any leads or referrals 

from the LAAC for partners.  

http://www.lowcountrycog.org/
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 Karen Anderson stated that the AAA currently refers to all known resources for 

these extraordinary needs, such as Donated Dental Services, BJH Comprehensive 

health, etc.  

 

 
 

III. State Unit on Aging Update-Jordan Newman 

-Ms. Newman announced that the State Unit on Aging formerly known as the Lt. Governor’s 

Office on Aging, (LGOA), has undergone a change in status and is now a cabinet agency under 

the State of South Carolina’s Office of the Governor. The State Unit on Aging is now titled the 

South Carolina Department on Aging.  

The AAA is in the process of replacing all marketing material that exhibits reference to the 

LGOA and asked that you do the same. 

IV. AAA Staffing Update- Jordan Newman 

-Ms. Newman announced the staffing changes at the AAA 

1) Mrs. Claire Glasson recently resigned her position of Regional Long-Term Care 

Ombudsman, and Mrs. Meyoka Griffin will transition into that role. 

2) Mrs. Joyce Sapp is a new member of the AAA serving as the assistant to the Family 

Caregiver Advocate. 

3) Mrs. Tonyetta Bentley will now also serve as an Assessment Program Administrative 

Assistant as well as continuing to serve as an Assessment Team member. However, she 

will now be working part-time hours. 

4) A job posting has been submitted to the local newspapers in search of a full time 

Assessment Team member. 
 

Questions Posed: 

                             Ms. Betty Hodges asked if the AAA hosts interns. 
 

Ms. Newman responded that the AAA does partner with supported employment     
programs and is open to opportunities. 

 

V. Program Updates 

1) Evidence Based Program – Karen Anderson 

Ms. Anderson offered an update on the efforts of the AAA to partner with Tivity Health 

and bring the Silver Sneakers program to the older adults of the Lowcountry. To date, the 

Regional Coordinator has selected (3) locations and will be offering a Pop- up event at 

the locations in the month of March 2019.  

Questions posed: 

i. Ms. Betty Hodges asked if the Silver Sneakers Program offers Respite or 

Alzheimer’s resources or support. 

Karen Anderson advised the LAAC that the Silver Sneakers program is an 

activity-based program. 

ii. Ms. Ethel Denmark, asked what classes are offered.  

Jordan Newman responded that the Silver Sneakers program offers a variety of 

activities spanning 180 choices. 

2) Home and Community Based Services Program- Ashley Young 
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Mrs. Young reported that the HCBS program is striving to reach the target goal of 2250 assessments/re-

assessments for FY 18-19. To date, the HCBS program has completed 876 assessments and allocated 

1600 Personal Care Hours. 

 

 

  

3) Family Caregiver Support Program 

The FCSP Advocate will begin the teaching Powerful Tools for Caregivers, a 6-week curriculum that 

teaches Caregivers to focus on Self Care while serving as a Caregiver, March 2019, in Colleton County. 

The FCSP assistant will attend the train the trainer course for an evidence-based program, in April 2019. 

Together they plan to implement support groups. 

4) Minor Home Repair 

Ms. LaToya Grier advised the LAAC that she is currently marketing the MHR program and is eager 

to network at any outreach event. 

 

5) Insurance Counseling and Assistance for Elders Program  

Jordan Newman reported for the ICARE program that outreach efforts to target the minority, LEP and 

local Indian tribes are all in place. 

5) Ombudsman Program  

Mrs. Meyoka Griffin described the training that will be provided by the State LTC Ombudsman during 

the transition into the new role. 

 

 

There being no further business to discuss the meeting adjourned. 


